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PREFACE AND ACKNOV^LSDGBMENT 
There can be few people in language teaching 
who are unaware of the concept of 'ESP' - English for 
Specific Piirposes. It is a relatively recent development 
in the major worldwide Industry of Teaching English as a 
second or Foreign Language, The field is a busy one, 
full of prospectors staking dalms and working seams. 
Ministries of Education in a number of countries regard it 
as one of the keys to their country's future development; 
firms and business organisations frequently build it into 
their training programmesj and for individual teachers 
and learners alike it has opened up new professional 
possibilities. 
This piece of work is an enquiry into the 
theoretical credentials of ESP -English for Specific 
Purposes. Although there is a good deal of impressive 
industry in the field, it does not always seem to be 
directed by a clear understanding of the aims of the 
enterprise and the most effective means of achieving 
them. On the whole, practical work on ESP has tended to 
proliferate without the benefit of theoretical reflection 
and much of it is a make-shift for those who do give serious 
and 
thought to the principles underlying ESP practices/argue 
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that it does not call for any now conceptualization of 
language teaching pedagogy as such. Others take a contrary 
view, insisting that ESP calls for a reforaulation of 
principles of approach| for special expertise in specific 
language description and in course preparation and teaching. 
Some estatlished figures in the ELT world have maintained 
from time to time that there is nothing new about ESP, 
whereas, there have been others on the ESP side >^o have 
advocated that the teaching of •General English* vjouid 
benefit from falling under the influence of ESP approaches. 
Taking partisan position is not very useful, ESP is not a 
young cudcoo determined to eliminate all other birds from 
the nest t!mt it has InfUterated; it is better seen as a 
recently-evolved species that best thrives in certain 
secluded and restricted kinds of habitat. 
Sane useful observations are made of the opposing 
arguments between GPE and ESP, Education and Training, 
Language as a service and language as a subject, course 
design and methodology, V/lth such a framework I am offering 
this dissertation with the aim and purpose that the 
credibility of ESP in the eyes of the consimers Is maintained, 
and its undoubted potential does not drain, 
Wy special and specific thanks are due to my guide, 
Professor Munir Ahmad, who went through all the inconveniences 
ill 
while going through my \fork, even at the time when he 
was bed-ridden. 
I am highly Indebted to Professor Masoodiil T^ Iasan, 
Chairman, Department of lEhglish and other teachers in the 
Department for their help and encouragement in everjrway. 
The nature and scope of the topic posed the most 
serious prolyl em of obtaining books and articles needed for 
research. Professor Esther Ramani of Indian Institute of 
Sciences, Bangalore came to my rescue by making available 
xeroxed materials on tiie topic* 
I am also beholden to Professor E.3« Sharma of 
Banaras Hindu University, for his illuminating counsel on 
my topic. • 
I am particularly thankful for the Invaluable 
courtesy and efficiency of the staff of the British Council 
Library, New Delhi, \rho obtained for me a number of books 
and xeroxed reproduction of published articles. 
I deem it my most pleasant duty to acknolwedge my 
Indebtedness and convey my sense of gratitude to my parents, 
friends and well wishers for their care and concern at all 
stages of the present work. 
^A'^wi• (VVAAA:^>J^^^ v *^"^ 
MOHD AMIRULLAH KHAN 
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Liat of Abbrevlatl^on^ 
ELT English Language Teaching 
ELL English Language Learning 
ESP English for Specific/Special Purposes 
GPB General Purpose Ehgllsh 
EAP English for Academic Purposes 
EST English for Science and Technology 
EOp Qiglish for Occupational Purposes 
EVP English for Vocational Purposes 
EEP English for Educational Purposes 
EGP English for Ccxnpetitlve Purposes 
SPLT Special Purpose Language Teaching 
L^ Mother Tongue 
L2 Foreign/Second Language 
C H i ^ P T E R I 
INTRODUCTION 
The l a s t tvo decades have prodiiced Ismi^ice 
changes In the ^lorld of language teaching and no v^ere 
have developments taken place more rapidly and more 
\ddely than In the field of teaching English as a 
foreign/second language* We are witnessing In our time 
the greatest ehtfiges in the history of langtiage teaching 
and learning —- changes that reach Into every aspect of 
th i s time honoured field of study. Formerly known by a 
few as a mark of education, languages are now studied by 
people from a l l walks of l i f e . More languages are studied 
than ever before, and methods of learning them are 
changing radically* The goals of the past , usually 
limited to contact with selected items of l i t e r a t u r e , 
have broadened to Include spoken communication \Ath. an 
understanding of native speakers on the widest range of 
human interests* 
In the present age English cannot be seen as 
a s t a t i c and refined model but as a l ively force lending 
I t se l f to world-wide needs and purposes. The tradi t ional 
method (Grammar-translation-method, Direct Method) of 
Learning English has outlived I t s worth. New and 
promising avenues of inquiry are being opened in the 
extpemely complex phenomenon of human language by the 
gro^dng Interests of teachers as well as learners . The 
wide range of l i s t s to which Qigllsh i s put today entai ls 
recognition of functional var ie t ies of a igl ish responsive 
to the social and professional needs of the users. Scholars 
the i^jorld over arc engaged in studying the nature of the 
language to be presented to meet the new demands. As a 
resu l t , a l o t of dev^opment has taken place in the field 
of language teaching A earning. So name a few of them, 
emphasis on audiolingiaal sk i l l s i e . comprehension and 
speaking ab i l i ty ; the assimilation of conversational-
s tyle target language texts? the presentation of 
authentic target samples by the use of l i ve native 
speakers in class or recordings in the language laboratory; 
the learning of pronunciation and grammar th rou^ pattern 
d r i l l s ; si tuational teachingAearning; communicative theory 
of language learning; functional and notional approaches 
and after a l l use of media-technology In language teaching. 
Language learning i s complex. I t ranges from 
the acquisition of simple automatic sk i l l s to an 
understanding of abstract conceptual and aesthetic 
meanings, a l l occurlng In the same sentences. And this 
learning must be achieved to an unbelievable d^ree of 
faci l i ty Involving hundreds of artlcUlatory changes and 
grammatical and lexical selections per minute. For this 
reason one Is Justified In looking for the most relevant 
and the most perfect of a l l the developoients. This search 
for relevance and reality In Ehgllsh language teaching has 
led to the emergence of a new field of fttqulry namely 
English for specific purposes (IKP). To some extent ESP 
is thought to be an offshoot of communicative theory. Thus 
in the present age, ESP is taken to be the live-wire of 
E^l ish language teaching (ELT) and as a matter of fact 
has fascinated and conquered the entire dmnain of ELT. 
The teaching of Qigllsh for Specific Purposes 
(ESP) i s an excdlo i t illustration of the pace at v^ich 
change may take place. While the training of stud^its 
in specialized language ski l ls has been carried out for 
many years, i t i s only in the last ten or fifteen years 
that professional attention has focussed so clearly on 
the langisage needs of the specialists as opposed to the 
goieral language learner. Since the place of English 
1. Yaldman, Albert. Trends in Language Teaching, 
McGrav^Hill, 1966, pp. xv-xvl. 
as a foreign language in the currlciila of educational 
and training Ins t i tu t ion i s increasingly justif ied in 
Instrumental terms, the extent of teaching for specific 
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and limited purposes i s steadily growing. I t has proved 
a dynamic field in the vay i t has stimi:aated innovation in 
approach and method on the paxt of the grovlng professional 
body of teachers engaged in such programmes. Infact, 
over recent years, £^P has onerged as a part icular sub-
division of the general act ivi ty of teaching English to 
native speakers as vei l as speakers of other languages. 
As a matter of fac t , i t has takai on a l l the appurtenances 
of a separate discipl ine, English for Specific Purposes 
(ESP), closely matching teaching content to learner 
requirements, seems to be the ideal answer in language 
teaching to the charge of educational irrelevance and 
inappropriacy* 
Qiglish language teaching i s notoriously in 
vogue and one of the most a t t rac t ive end sophisticated 
weapon of r e e ^ t years has been that of English for 
Specific Purposes (ESP). The ciirrent instrument of ESP 
i s catching on l ike f i r e , altliough i t has now be«i 
overtaken in topical i ty by other dev^opments, notably 
3- Robinson, Pauline. ESP CEhglish for Specific Purposes). 
Pergamon, 1980, pp. v l i - v i i l . 
self-directed learning, ESP Is s t i l l the subject of much 
discussion. One of the major Issues is the ext«it to 
\^ieh QigXlsh for Specific Purposes (ESP) stands as a 
sharp r ival of general English language teaching (GPE for 
shor t ) . Many exciting nev developments have occured 
under the a ^ l s of ESP, hut a l l these Ideas and techniques 
could well be applied to General Purpose English (GPE) 
Courses. 
As with a l l matters of fashion, the problen Is 
that popular approbation tends to conceal the need for 
c r i t i ca l examination, so i t would be bet ter to reckon the 
pros and cons of the cold war going on between ESP and GPE. 
ESP versus GPE 
In ESP , *p\irpose* refers to the eventual 
practical use to ^ I c h the language will be put In 
achieving occupational and acadsnic aims. As generally 
understood, i t i s essential ly, tiierefore, a training 
concept : having established as precisd.y as possible 
^^hat learners need the lar^uage for , one then designs a 
^. Roblnaoriy Pauline, OP. c i t . p. 1. 
course vhich conves^es on that need. The course Is 
successful to the extent that i t provides the learners 
with the restricted ccmpetence they need to meet ttielr 
requirements^ In GPE It Is of course not possible to 
define purpose in this manner. Instead It has to he 
conceived of In ediratLonal terms, as a formulation of 
objectives Mttdch v l l l achieve a potential for later 
practical use* Here It Is not a matter of developing 
a restricted ecmipetence to cope with a specific set of 
tasks, but of developing a general capacity for 
language use whereas, therefore, 'purpose* i s a descrip-
tive term In ESP, in GPE i t i s a theoretical term in 
that i t has to be d^ined by ref eroice to an educational 
belief about vhat provides most effectively for a future 
k 
ability to use language. The entire distinction between 
ESP and GPE can be summerized in a tabular form : 
ESP spaclfieatioa training : 
of objectives i = development 
equivalent to aims of rescrioted 
, — oonpetgngfi 
GPE specification education : 
of objectives t develojanent 
leads to alms of general 
CaPftCltY 
To throw the battle between BSP and GPE, into 
h, widdowson. H.G. ^gaminK PttTPgae find ^angvtaRg ^ sa* 
o.u.p, 198^, pp. 6-7. 
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a flood l i t arena rather than to JxMp on the bandwagon 
of fashion, one finds that a l l language courses are 
designed to spedfloatlon and In this sense can all be 
said to be directed at specific purposes. In GPE, 
however viien the eventual use of the language being 
learned Is not clearly dlseemablei purposes are specified 
by objectives, pedagogic constructs which s e ^ to provide 
for the achievement of practical communicative alms, 
ii&ien occasion arises after the coinpletl<»i of the course. 
The recent shift of emi^asls from structure to notl<Mi and 
function from formal to communicative cat^orles does not 
alter the aim but leads to a reconsideration of objectives 
In achieving I t , In General Purpose English, purpose Is 
understood as a matter of objective vdilch Is often given 
formal recognition by a public examination, \^ereas 
purpose In ESP Is understood as a matter of aim. That Is 
to say, since the actual practical needs for the language 
can be described In advance, they can represent a quite 
precise specification for the eourse. If a course Is 
designed to meet alms directly, then there Is no need 
to set up an Intervening stage of pedagoglcally defined 
objectives. This would appear to be the case with ESP, 
3. Wlddowson, flLE^^JLUi. P. 12. 
as commonly coneelvedj I t wotad se€m that i t s aim^ 
orl«i ted character allows I t s pract i t ioners to conflate 
objectives and alms and so avoid some of the most 
troublesome problems of pedagogy. This conflation of 
objectives and alms has the effect of chaiacterlztr.g 
ESP as a f ie ld of training rather than education, 
thereby giving I t an appealing cost-effectlve appearance. 
Hbverver, there are certain d i f f icul t ies about this 
reduction of pedagogic complexity. I t presupposes, to 
begin \dth^ that I t Is possible and desirable to r e s t r i c t 
the learner to the acquisition of a part icular repertoire 
of formulae -which can be applied direct ly to tiie solution 
of a predictable range of problems, that i s to say, that 
the learner ' s purpose can be met by his being provided 
idth a restr ic ted eompetence. An increasing specificity 
of purpose \flll lead to an increasing confinement of 
ccmipeteace as the formulae to be learned and the problems 
they are to be applied t o , come closer into correspondence. 
There are occupations and occasions in more general 
language use (poli te greeting formxaae, for example) 
which call for l i t t l e more than running through a routine; 
but broadly speaking, effective language use requires the 
creative exploitation of the meaning potential inherent in 
10 
langtttge rules — requires i In other words oonnunleatlve 
oapaoity, %dilch helps to negotiate the gap betve^i formulae 
and problem and vhlch has to be ^fovlded for In the 
6 
formulation of pedagogic objeotlYes* 
So,the course designers should be on the look 
out and must be aware of this dreaded lacunae.Even If 
the learner Is confined to a range of stock responses 
constituting a restricted compet^ice s/he must be given 
room for the develotmatt of communicative capacity. 
Otherwise, courses wotflLd Ineffect be mere phrase books, 
taught as patterns of conditioned response, as automatic 
fomula-problem correlations. 
The term ESP i tse l f has changed i t s significance 
during Its march ahead« Formerly representing &igllsh for 
Special Purpose, the term now used by %ui increasing number 
of scholars, practitioners and Institutions* i s English 
7 
for Specific Purposes. l^glish for Special Purposes i s 
thou^t to suasest special langtaiges, ie restricted 
languages, yihlah for many people Is only a small part of 6, Wlddowaon. aiU-8ii« PP» IS-IS* 
7. Robinson, QP. e i p. 5. 
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ESP, whereas Engllah for Specific Purposes focusses 
attention cai the pxirpose of the leturner and refers to 
the i*hole range of language resource!. The abbreviation 
BSP vlU be used throughout this piece of iiiopk and can be 
for 
Interpreted as representing either English/Special or 
Specific Purposes since the sources quoted can be se«ai to 
refer to the same entity, \*ilchever term Is ^ployed. 
mat Is mv 7 
In order to understand \diat Is Implied by 
BSP, we have to probe into the definition of ESP, A 
definition of ESP which Is still current Is that given by 
Munby (1978) at the beginning of his book on the analysis 
of learner*8 needs and It runs as follows t 
ESP courses are those where the 
ayllabus and materials are determined 
In all essoitlals by the prior analysis 
of the conmunloatlve needs of the 
learner. 8 
This Is undoubtedly a usefia starting point, but in fact 
It reflects the state of ESP at a particular point in time. 
P* 2. 
Another definition given by Mackay : 
I t (here ESP) i s generally used to 
refer to the teaehing/Learning of a 
foreign language for a clearly 
util itarian purpose of vhieh there 
i s no doiA)t« 9 
Anyvay this uti l itarian purpose i s generally conceived 
of as successful performance in \40rk, wozk in \4hich the 
Engli^ plays an auzilary role. Thus by ESP is meant 
the teaching of Bnglisdi, not as an end in Itsel f but as 
an essential means to a clearly Identifiable goal. So 
the general of OPE with vhich we are contrasting the 
specific of ESP i s that of general, education-for-life, 
etilture and literature oriented language course, in which 
language i t s i l f i s the subject matter and the purpose of 
the course. The student of ESP, however, is learning 
Qiglish enroute to the acquisition of seme quite different 
body of knoWSLedge or set of skills* 
The concept of ESP i s s t i l l fairly new, 
although i t s praotiees may have existed for some tine, 
ESP has established i t s own Jargon* Definition of ESP 
9* Boblnsoh, QT^- eit> p. 6. 
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are nxsnerousy the oooeept being fluid enotigh to stzpport 
a ntmber of Interpretations. To shtiffle across and 
Jxiggle arotmd with numerous Interpretations! one can 
compromise vlth the Interpretation given below v i^ieh 
stands in a kind of equlllbrtuci state t-
A definition of ESP needs to distinguish between 
four absolute and two yariable oharaeteristies t 
(a) designed to meet specified needs of the learner; 
(b) related in content (ie in i t s themes and topics) 
to particular disciplines^ occupations and activities; 
(c) centred on the language appropriate to those 
activities^ in syntax, lexiS| dlscoisrse, semantics; 
(d) in contrast vltSi 'General English** 
YartafrXg gtofftfittfIgtJtsa 9t Wf, 
(a) restricted as to the language skills to be learned 
(eg* reading only, speech recognition only); 
1»f 
(b) taught according to any mathodology (le Is not to be 
rostrloted to any particular methodology, although 
oommunleatlve methodology Is very often f e l t to be 
10 the most appropriate). 
Cliristopher Brunflt rightly remarks In this regard, 
\^lch supports the assumption that coaiaunlcatlve 
methodology Is most suitable for the teaching of English 
for Specific Purposes « 
First. It Is dear that an ESP course Is 
directly concerned with the purposes for 
vhleh learners need English, purposes 
which are usually expressed in functional 
terms, ESP thus f i t s firmly within the 
general movement towards "Communicative*' 
teaching of the las t deeade or so. 11 
The fact that the student of ESP can express his or her 
purpose succlntly suggests several other el^nents In 
the definition of SSP. The f irs t of these is the time 
factor, Infact the very concept for special purposes 
Implies that there will normally be pressure to achieve 
10, Streven. Peter. BSf tf tof » ywyrftt proceedings of 
ESP Oonf erence, Colombo, April 1985^ , pp. 3-M-. 
11, Brunflt, C, ^^ CoGBBonsense about B8P" In Hblden ed, 
a^^lla?^ t9V gPfgUltt PVUTWagat I^dem English 
Publication Ltd. 1977, p. 71. 
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the required level of l lngti is t ie eompetenoe in the 
ndnintim of tine* ^  ^  Anyway there i s lo t of dispate 
among practi t ioners hut to me i t seems that time should 
mn aeoordtoK to the speelfie sk i l l s \^ioh i s supposed 
to he taught. 
Another element over \*ilch more people are 
agreed is that of the age of the ESP learner . For most 
people the learner i s an adult or near adult . This 
seems obviovis -^rhen ve consider EOF (English for 
Occupational Purposes) for people T4TO are in jobs or about 
to take up ffnployment. One reason that the typical ESP 
learner was thought to be adult vas the specific/general 
contrast . The typical general English i s that given at 
secondary %hool, s tart ing with beginners and bringing them 
( i t i s hoped) to reascmable competence in a l l areas of the 
language. If the l ink of ESP with adults is made, i t is 
also soBetimes assumed that the student of ESP is a 
post-bqglnner.^3 That i s , the student has done a general 
Bnglish course at school and now, as a young adult , 
wishes to extoid or adapt th i s competence to h i s or her 
13. Robinson, oi>. Gl,t. p. 10. 
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partlcialar field of nork or study (In easo of English 
for Seienee and Toehnology). 
Sfionir Qf fiSf 
ESP Is not only divided off into an enclave 
within the wider houndaPles of English teaching, i t i s 
also parcelled up into siA>-divlslons within i t se l f . It 
has almost beeose a blaxdcet term to cover rsp variety of 
purposes* There have been a noB&er of attfDpts to 
draw up a classification for the different hrauiehes of 
ESP, The restat has often been a bewildering array of 
1^ labels and abbreviations. 
Heverthelessy a classifieatlon can often be 
usefiil, as long as i t i s treated as a framewoik, a set 
of entry points to a range of int^lihked issues. It is 
oomnon, for ezample, to distinguish Ehglish for 
Ocetipatlonal Purposes (EOp) from English for Academic or 
Educational Purposes (EAP/EEP). Each of these is then 
subject to further svft>-divlslon. 
%k. Mo Donough, Jo. figP-An ffiTSPtBtt 
Collins, London, 19OM-. p, 6, 
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a* OooupationJtroquiraaits eg. for Intoraatlonal 
telephone operators| elvil airline pilots eto. 
b* Too&tlonal training programesf e«g« for hotel and 
catering staff, teohnieal trades, etc, 
e* aoadflDilc or professional study, e.g* engineering, 
medlelnoi law, etc* 
3o, there Is tremendous soope for ELX vhen. It Is 
confronted with specific purposes. The branahes of 
ESP v i l l be dealt in detail In Chapter T^« 
BSP Is far from being an Isolated developraent 
to be seen solely in the perspestlf e of Br^llsh language 
teaching. In order to be fully understood, ESP has to 
be seen in relation to three great trwids that have been 
taking plaee in the last two decades. They are t 
In every subject, in every country, there 
has been an increasing shift of the centre of gravity 
18 
in •ducatlon towards th« laamer, his needs, his nodes 
of learning and his peroeptlons of the learning processi 
and to some extent amgr from a teaeher««entred out look. 
The trend towards the learner-centred edtication has led 
to the concept of needs-analysis — the idea that the 
teacher can better help the learner by knowing who the 
learner i s , \iiy he seeks to learn English, i^ hat he hopes 
to be able to do with and in the language at the end of 
his course of instruction. 
Xhfi STITWIO Of BnfTl Xtih 
In the process of becoming so globally 
widespread, major changes have taken place In the status 
and position of Ehglish within edusatlon. In particular, 
the role of English within the national educational 
system has beecMie steadily less cilltuml- and in 
particiilcir less bound up with Bnglish Xdterature- and 
more instrumental, more a tool hereby the Indian citizen 
can open a cas«nent on to the modem world, especially 
the world of science, tedinology, the media, trade and 
Industry and international aid and administration* 
19 
At the same time as , and perhaps because of, 
this shift away from oultiiral aims and towards instnssen* 
tal aims thej?e has oeeurred a shift also from literature 
to language as the underlying basis and philosophy for 
the teaching of &^ish« And the nev reliance on 
language ratSier than literature as the basis of language 
teaching has brou^t with i t great changes in syllabus, 
in methodologyi in teaching materials, in teacher training. 
]^P, then, can flourish today because of the 
changes in educational aims and practices that have 
folloved the massiTe spread of English across the globe. 
!Ihe third perspective within ESP has to be 
seen in r^ation to changes in the design of teadbiing 
courses : in the principles of syllabus d e s l ^ , to 
>^ich must be linked the choice of most suitable 
methodology. The earliest syllabus principles were 
Linguistic and struettiral, in the sense used in 
British ELT t the syllabus consisted chiefly of an 
ordered l i s t of language items to be taught, oftoi 
20 
referred to as "the structurei of English", Next came 
the developoent, within the American tradition, of 
structuralist l l j iguisties | and the extension of this 
into foreign language teaching, notably in the Michigan 
materials for EFL, \diere the teaching items were not 
rather ill-defined 'structures of English' but were the 
outcome of descriptive l inguistics applied to English. 
Once l inguistic syllabuses were universally adopted a 
great deal of cnphasis vas placed on vocabt^ary, on 
establishing l i s t s of iaost*frequent and most-useful words, 
and on grouping then together for more effective teaching 
and learning* This i s \iiere situational principles came 
in. SjfOLlabuses began to make use of situations, 
originally as an aid to the learning of vocabiflLary 
through the creation of theme-related sets of vocabulary 
items, then as a contribution to authenticity; in 
addition, situations were found to be a great help In 
creating more attractive and effective methodologies, by 
injecting interest and variety into the teaching. Host 
recently in this chain of development the concepts of 
notions and functions have been added to the l inguistic 
and situational principles of syllabus design, and these 
15« Strevens, Peter, o^^ cit. pp. 7*8, 
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in turn have 8«ffaed aost frequently (though not aluacrs) 
to be best ataoelated uLth eoamunlcatlTe methodology, 
Thlf i s the oontezt within lihioh SSP has evolved* In 
ofder to design a ooturse for the specific purposes of 
partieiilar learners the teachers esn make use of 
linguistioy situational t notional and functional 
principles vhen devising a syllabus, and thcgr can employ 
any df a wide range of teaching methodsf preferably 
induling eonaunioative techniques* A detailed study 
of syllabus design will be taken up in Chapter - Three, 
Ta ststt up we may say that an SSP Course is 
purposeful and is aimed at the suscessful performance 
of occupational or educational roles* It is based on 
rigorous analysis of students* needs and should be 
* tailor made** An ESP course may differ from another 
in its selection of ^ i l l s , topics, situations and 
fisietions and also language* It is likely to be of 
limited duration* Students are more often but not 
necessarily so, and may be at any level of competence 
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In the language t beginner, post*beginner, etc, Thiis 
we can oake claims for ESP : 
- ESP, being focussed on the learner's needs, 
wastes no time; 
- ESP teaching Is pereelTed as rel«rrant by the 
learner; 
- BSP Is suceessful In Imparting learning; 
- BSP i s more cost-effective than General English. 
The claims I definitions and perspeetlve that form the 
matrix of ESP, Qigllsh Language teaching has become 
almost a precision instnaaent* 
VARIOUS BRANCHES AND APPLICATIONS 
OF ESP IN ELT/ELL 
2»f 
ESP i s not a separate movemcsit, concerned 
only with the •special' and 'restricted' language of 
particia.ar f ie lds. It i s an attempt to draw together 
some of the many l ines of growth and to put them in a 
wider language teaching perspective. BSP i s ultiinately 
only significant if i t i s seen as developitig from and 
contributing to , the language teaching and learning 
profession as a \diole. In fact, i t was actually necessary 
in the early stages of development for those types of 
language teaching vhich could be termed 'Special PujEt>oi-.' 
to forge their o^o terms of reference! and to be identified 
as a new and promising movenoit. 
Beginning in the early 1960s, there were many 
reports from arotxnd the vorld of a growing dissatisfaction 
with the language teaching practice then current, where al l 
learners were served up with literature regardless of their 
aims, needs or interests, Strevens (1971), for example, 
in an early art ic le , pointed out the irr^evance of a 
literary training to large number of learners for vhom 
English was a tool in a Job or profession. He neatly 
summed up the dominant educatioital philosophy of the 
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time. In It he tried to explain why he thought It 
unjust that the growing number of young people learning 
^iglish and also studying selfioce and technology should 
be forced to learn their English through the study of 
literature and literary erlticism. Strevens f e l t that 
the intending students of science and technology faced 
three disadvantages in the nature of the English teaching 
available to th«B t 
a) they spent much time and effort learning material 
that was not their primary concern (the disadvantage 
of wasted time); 
b) they were not given material that were their primary 
concern (the disadvantage of gaps in the leeirner's 
kno^edge); 
c) in many cases the attitudes of the teacher of 
literature were hostile to science (the disadvantage 
of hostile attitudes}* 
Wlngard, reporting from Zanbia, was one of the many 
practitioners who described his students' frustration at 
1. Strevens, P. AltgimUTfiS lK? „Paffo4Ug, 1971. In 
C.I.L.T, Reports and Papers No, 7 (q.v.) pp. 7-11. 
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learning Inappropriate English, and r^t» set out his ovn 
attempts to establish a no re relevant programme In a 
tmlverslty context*^ Both Strevens and Vlngard are In 
no vay Inventors of ESP but they have argued that the 
nature of the learner's needs should determine the 
teaching given to th@n« Today those vlevrs are almost 
universally accepted and they form the basis for teaching 
English for specific purposes - ESP, 
It vas characteristic of these * early days' 
that syllabuses and teaching materials were based on the 
analysis of scientific and technological langiiage, Ihe 
concept of 'register analysis' was important to describe 
this largely structural and lexical analysis of 'Scientific 
Style', During this period, the question of 'Special' 
language vas much discussed, and the notion of frequency 
of syntactic and lexical items was of considerable 
significance. Since then, the whole concept of ^ P has 
broadened, and today we have plethora of approaches, 
trends and methodologies, based on growlngly sophisticated 
views of 'language', 'Communication needs' and 
2. wingard, P. BngXlgnjof Sffttntfialta at thg ^lYgrsAta of, 
2affil4ft> 1971. In C.I.L.T, Reports and PaiDsrs No, 7 Cn.v) 
PP. 53-63, 
3. Mc Donough, Jo. BSP to gsrspwSlve A.Pras1fXgal Quigg 
Collins Bflucatlonal, 198M-, p, 5* 
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langiiage sk i l l s . 
'kmMSkn fla a g^ j^M ?^ 7tga\a f^anR\aRt ftg a a^niicg 
There i s one further point \^lch Is perhaps 
closer than any to the *oore* of ESP that most be 
mentioned here, since the shift avay from literary 
training discussed above has linged on It. It Is >^t 
Robinson has called the •utilitarian* purpose of 
If 
language* To twist It in another vay, It Is best 
Identified as the distinction betveen language as a 
subject —the traditional view, and one which Is valid 
5 
in some eases - and language as a service* ^^cn ESP 
began to be curr«it and i^to date as a concept. In the 
period of time we have beta discussing, the idea that 
language teaching should be carried out *ln the service 
of* otSier subjects or spheres of life was — and still 
Is •— felt by many to be restrictive, forcing the 
teacher to work within narrow confines* It was another 
way In which special purpose language teaching was 
k» Robinson, Pauline* ESP (English for Specific Purposes) 
Pergaoon, 198O, p* 6* 
5. Mc Donough* otil elt> p. 5. 
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•different*, not to seor inferior. It i s a measure of 
how qiilcskly things have moved that the 'service* notion, 
far from stultifying devdopment, has opened up more 
varied l ines of Investicatlon than the 'language as 
subject* view has done. So the 'service' Idea, ^ l^ich 
virtually provided a route out of mainstream language 
teaching, i s actually a rich route back in , a way of 
linking vtp again with many different issues. 
The init iat ive for subject-language 
integration has cone from the language* Across the 
curriculum Project of the Department of Qiglish 
Bducati(»i at the I&idversity of London and has be«n 
si^ported by the recommendation of the Bullock Report 
*A Language for Life** Essentiiilly this approach 
requires the redirecting of literature-oriented, 
traditional language teaching, to examine the linguistic 
and eoBuranicative demands of oth«r subjects in the 
school/College. The report recommended the development 
6. ELT documents 106 • Team Teaching in ESP 
;«Dpiled uy 
vine Towards siaib.leet-Language l^ntflgrittgn Far « 
il b Ros Ivanic 
E.T.I.C. Pia>lioatlon, 1980, pp. kSw 
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of *language polleies' In Schools, vhere the language 
specialist would be asked to step outside his/her 
sabjeet barrier, behind vhlch s/he so often worked In 
7 
Isolation from context and purpose. The point Is that 
the policy has a great deed In common with thsA branch 
of ESP labelled * study skills' or 'English for Academic 
Purposes' or 'English for Occupational Purposes* or 
•English for Vocational Purposes', when the requirements 
of other disciplines are the concern of the language 
teacher. 
Oa the one hand, specific language teaching 
can h^p students master their chosen subjects, vocational, 
academic or preparatory, where a general language 
8 
course may fall* Every English teacher has been 
troubled by comments from subject teachers to the effect 
that students are fall ing because their English Isn't 
good enough. As a matter of fact the truth of the 
matter usually Is that their English Is perfectly good 
7, Mc Donough* OP. g^t. p. h» 
8. viddowson. H,G. fcgarnte p^moatf an<1 ImnniMf) Vnti 
O.U.P., 2983, pp, 5-7. 
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enough, lt*s just that th«y have had no help in 
transferlng their langtiage ski l l s to other siA>Jects and 
adapting tham to meet {allghtly spaelallsad demands. 
Subject language integration oomes from recognising that 
this transfer does not happen automatically for the 
najority of students «uid deserves special attention. 
On the other hand, language ski l l s acquired 
while studying a subject chosen by the learner are 
l i k d y to be thoroughly learned because of association 
with a real context and intrinsic Int^est . Something 
thoroughly learned, however specific,can act as a 
model or anchor for further learning. For example, if 
one learns hov to analyse \^iat i s Implied in the wording 
of examination questions for way subject of Central 
Board of Secondary Education (C,B,S,£.) level , one will 
certainly be v/ell equipped to cope with 3»st of the 
questions in other subjects too. If in cooking <me 
learns to read, spell and use a 'wooden spoon', one has 
a reference when trying to read or learn the spelling of 
any other \joTd. containing »oo'. 
For example, the word 'cut' appears not only 
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In dress patterns, but on packets, on magaslne coupons^ 
Then another exanpla of an abbreviation *st* means 
stltoh In knitting and oroohet Instructions, but written 
as 'ST* or 'St* can In other oonteatts mean * street' or 
* saint' and h«re Is an opportunity to extend the learner's 
from specific to more general contexts, Thxa subject-
language integration ean generate language development 
beyond the specific subject-matter. 
Anjrway there Is a possibility of conflict 
betvreen these t^n alms. Vlhat Is It al l for ——learning 
the subject or learning the language ski l l s ? The ideal, 
of course, Is that there should be a dynamic Interaction 
between the two. As the subject teacher fires the 
students with interests and hands out stimulating 
assignments, the language tMOher uses the material for 
practising a ski l l . Thus In turn Improves the students 
performance In the subject. For the subject teacher, no 
more worries about how the students wil l cope yith 
assignments* For the language teacher no more of those 
Irrelevant examples gathered Inconguously together for 
the sake of practising some abstract pattern on ski l l . 
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One of the problems vlth such a principle 
Is that It Is very wtldy In praotlae.Language teachers 
th«i7 
do not alvmys know as imieh as they thlnk/knov about the 
language demands of other courses. Some aspects of 
language appears to be subject-specific and others do 
not,^ The extent of the responsibility of subject 
specialists for teaching the Language of their subjects 
is unclear* Langiaage teachers can find themselves lured 
into situations where t h ^ are attempting to answer 
questions about subject matter which is not their 
specialism, 
Ifot only i s the subject-language integration 
tntidy for teaehers and administrators; i t can also be 
confusing for students beeause i t overrides the neat 
barriers between subjects upon which many of them depend. 
This is partictaarly true of students with language 
diff icult ies . They think themselves as 'no good at 
English* and long to get out of the English classroom 
into an^i^^er subject lecture or workshop \^ere they 
9, ELT Documents 
106-Team Teaching in ESP, op^ ait , pp. V9-93. 
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enjoy an albeit tcnporaiy sense of security that they 
v l l l succeed. On the one hand It i s desirable that 
sueh stMents shoiCLd not feel doomed to failure every-
where because of language diff icult ies . On the other 
hand there i s the reality that luany jobs, loost promotions 
and qualifications depend to some extent on language 
sk i l l s . An important task in sabject*langu&ge integration 
i s to help sueh students realise the value of the 
language part of the subject. 
With the growing discomfort on the part of 
language teachers and learners, that the traditional 
method of t^iehlng English vas of l i t t l e good when put 
to vorld-vide needs. Then vith the advent of learner*-
eentred approach for which the practitioners and 
learners had to integrate subject with the language. 
These seetlilng forces have forced ESP not only to cut 
off into an enclave within the large territory of 
Eogli^ Language teaching, i t has also branched out 
into sub-divisions within i t se l f . A classification 
that was proposed under the aegis of British Counell 
(1975) In English for Aeadasilc Stady with Special 
Reference to Science and Technologyi and can be 
expressed in a diagram, using the more familiar labelst 
E S P 
C&iglish for Specific Purposes) 
EAP EOP 
( ^ l i s h for Academic (English for 
:Purposes) Occupational Purposes) 
EST 
(fiiglish for Science and Technology) 
This simply states that English for 9p«oifie Purposes 
has tvo main branches t English for Academic Purposes 
and Qiglish for Occupational Purposes* The main 
offshoot of the former i s here considered to be English 
for Science and Technology* 
10, Me Donough* op. a i t , pp, 6-7. 
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It i s hovcrver common, for example to 
distlngtilsh English for Occupational Parposes (BOP) 
fron English for Acadonie or EdueaticQal Purposes 
(EAP/EEP). Nov each of these sno^^alls into further 
sub-diirision, A. point to be m«ationed here i s that 
within ESP, most course t i t l e s begin with the vord 
Bkiglish ! 
a) Occupational requirements, for example, English for 
international telephone operators, for c iv i l airline 
pi lots , for mariners, for seafarers, for firemen, 
for airhostesses, etc. 
b) Vocational training programmes, for «cample, English 
for hotel and catering staff, for secretaries, for 
waiters, for managers, for Diplomats, for technical 
trades, etc, 
c) Academic or professional Study, for example, 
Biglish for engineering and i t s various branches, for 
medicine, for law, for langiage teachers, for social 
sc ientists , etc. 
The l i s t is almost endless. An Important thing to note 
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Is that the designation of the majority of courses Is 
according to subject or profession/ job. Like the array 
of l a b ^ s , this shoiild be seen as the starting point for 
the examination of shared issues, not as an etid in 
Itself . 
Strevens modifies this ^en he suggests that 
All SP«LT (Special purpose Language 
teaching) courses are either occupational 
or educational in nature. 11 
He makes a further three way distinction according to 
the timing of courses, ai^ produces the follovdng diagram : 
SP-LT — 
(or ESP) 
-OccT:^ational 
Pre-experience 
Simultaneous 
L- Educational 
^ Post-experience 
p Pre-study 
In-study 
Post-study 
f i^ gWt - I 
11. Robinson, QT^ - o i t . p. 6. 
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Th« three-way time distinction would seem to be a 
real ist ic one* This seems obvious wh<m we consider 
EOP for people \dio are in jobs (post experience) or 
about to take up ee^loyment (pre^-experienee) • In 
EEP the dominance of EST has suggested that the 
learner i s in tertiary education - in his or her own 
country or as a foreign stud«it In Britain* However, 
there Is evidence that in seme parts of the wwld 
studsnts are being prepared for university work (pre-
study) or are Learning Sci^ice through the niMdiuiB of 
English increasingly early in their school careers 
(In-study) or are given a dose after the completion of 
the course (Post-study). 
Streven*s diagram i s to seme extent an 
Improvement on that devised by tiie Ministry of Overseas 
Development alt^ugh the Ministry makes a further 
12 
sub-division of ISP (English for Educational Purposes)s 
12. I h i i . 
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yiRWft - 8 
ESP 
r-EOP (English for 
Oocupatlonal Purposes 
L B B P 
(English for 
Educational 
Ptirposes 
Before entry into 
the OoctqMition 
In Servloe 
-For studying— 
in a specific 
discipline 
•Pre-Stuly 
•-In-Study 
^As a School Subject 
It i s not entirely clear vhat EEP as a school subject 
i s , since this description could refer to the 
traditional type of general course against vhich ESP 
is reacting. Perhaps what i s intended i s SAP : English 
for Academic Purposes or study sk i l l s , ie how to study 
through the medium of English, regardless of the subject 
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matter of the studies* A ma^ or abbr^ivlation that i s 
overlooked by the figiires above i s EST (English for 
Science and Technology) ^^eh especially from the Ej^ 
point of Tiev, i s the loost prestigeotts development in 
ESP. 
Now a close scrutiny of the different 
compartments of ESP (English for Specific Purposes) 
vlll give a clear idea of the application of ESP to 
ELT Csnglish Language Teaching) and ELL (English 
Language Le«umlng) : 
Vfififttilftnal gfiiifffft 
In vocational courses most sub^eet*language 
Integration i s aimed primarily at hoping students 
master the language ski l ls which will be required on 
the job. Any pay-off in terms of Improving tiieir 
language competency in general i s incidental* The 
syllabil of these courses demand a * communication* 
component* Students, new entrants, employees who 
13* Fitzgerald, HLcha<d 'Industrial Language training* 
i n ^ ^ i f l h fgr SPafiifl0.l^gP9|f8 ed* SusanJatden, 
Modern English Publications Ltd, 1977, p* 55* 
ho 
cannot use the off icial net work satisfactorily. So 
there i s alvays an urgency for such courses with the 
objective of Improving students'/trainees' functional 
linguistic performance to such a l e v ^ that they can 
use the off ic ial network effectively. The 
oonmunlcations component of the courses devised by the 
course team has to correspond with the subjectnnatter 
which i s presented concurrently in various lessons of 
vocational requirenoits. 
gggmattgnal ggufaM 
This area is highly suitable for language 
teaching, f irst ly because the subjects have high 
interest value for studoits and secondly because i t i s 
easy to Justify » one thing you must know about a Job 
i s how to cope with the reading, writing and speaking 
that will be required. Without the aid of a language 
teacher, the Job expert faces a dUeoima, if he 
disregards the language requirements of the Job, the 
students will enjoy ^ e introduction at c o l l i e but 
may well regret i t later. If he attempts to deal with 
the language requirements himself, he may alienate 
Ifl 
students vlth severe language diff icult ies who feel 
embarrassed shoving thems^ves up In front of him, A 
language teacher can, as I t were, relieve his of this 
pressure and responsibility* 
Ihe language teacher has to teaeh and work in 
collaboration with the subjeot teacher. For example in 
painting and decorating selecting the best tin of paint 
for a Job will require the reading of paint tin labels 
and advertisements. This may involve decoding dlff ie iat 
vords Including brand names, colour names and chemical 
terms; dealing vlth different sizes of paint and the 
relative Importance of information; discriminating 
batween factual and persiaaslve langimge; conquuring 
several sets of information and figures. The subject 
teacher acts as authority on matters of vooabiHary and 
emphasises the relationship betveen the reading and the 
practical task in hand* The language teacher breaks the 
task into manageable units or st(^s, provides materials 
\diich clarify or simplify the *real» material and 
suggests techniques the students might use in order to 
llf, BLT documents 106- Teson Teaching in ESP 
QP« filt* PP» 58-5^. 
h2 
cope vl th the type of task, 
^.^ere most of the students in a job sk i l l 
class a t t^ id the same core English group the language 
teacher make eonneetions between %Aiat they need to be 
able to do *on the job* and more general language 
demands. As a matter of fact the time l imit i s as such 
that within the stipulated time, i t would be advisable 
for the teacher to set his target in order of pr ior i ty . 
of 
1, The students' need/the language sk i l l s for the jobs; 
2, language lessons on the job, a lbei t narrow in scope, 
are likely to be more successful than language 
lessons for, the i r own sake; 
3, mder ideal conditions, language sk i l l s learnt in 
th i s way will become the foundation for generalisations 
which v/iU lead to greater language compet«ice in 
other f ie lds , ""^  
Aca49aJlc gowses 
The impetus for subject-language integration 
has led to shunning of the tradit ional method of 
1^, Ibid. 
^3 
teaching and reshxiffllng of syllabus. Language 
teaching, In this field Is concerned with the organisa-
tional skills which underlie listening, speaking, reading 
and writing and should emphasise the relationship between 
them. The English language course emphasises the same 
skill, which are practised for example in Sociology ot 
the History course. Clarity in expression, a sense of 
organisation, or appropriate vocabulary, imagination, 
senslbilitgr to audience, technical competence, 
oompreheislon and responsiveness in both written and 
spoken modes are sought during the English course. 
Implicit in the course is the belief that these skills 
can best be achieved by constantly practising them on 
subjects of Interest to the student and deriving from 
his other areas of study. Where English language is 
studied on its o\m there is a danger that the student 
will lose sight of the reasons for the pursuit of 
clarity I correct paragraphing or Inventiveness or the 
right tone in his writing. Where English is studied in 
association with other subjects, for that matter History 
the skills of ordering and selecting Information, of 
'analysis' and 'assessmeit' become more meaningful when 
15. ELT documents. 106-Team Teaching in ESP, on> eit. pp. 5^55. 
Mf 
the stuclent can see that to recognise cause and effect 
and tJie significance of past events, m understanding 
thelp Influence on the vorld, 
a ie l i sh for Science and Technology (EST) 
EST is the s«iior branch of ESP — senior in 
age, larger in volume of publications and greater in 
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number of pract i t ioners . The most acute form of ESP, 
when contrasted with General English, is ESP for use in 
science and technology. Indeed i t i s oftoi helpful to 
distinguish betweoi those examples of ESP vjh&re the 
learner^ purposes are concerned with science and 
technology, often referred to as EST, and a l l other 
examples. VHiat i s special and different about EST, and 
what may create d i f f i cu l t i e s fop the t«tcher but not for 
the learners , is the fact that 'Scient i f ic English' 
possesses three sets of features, a l l of them unfamiliar 
to the average teacher of Biglish (vAio will have been 
trained in l i t e r a tu re and the a r t s ) . 
One set of features comprises such things as 
16. Swales, John. ipi8<?d8a Ifl E^P. Pergamon, 1985. 
Introduction, p. x. 
^5 
the l inguis t ic rules for creating scientif ic texts 
(very long nominal groups , for eocample, frequent use 
of the passive, a great deal of use of subordinate 
clause^, or unusual precision in the use of such items 
as If, althoiagh, unless, whenever, e t c ) . In one sense 
these features though unfamiliar to most Arts<-trained 
teachers of ESP, are easily learned. Scientific Qiglish, 
after a l l , does not use different senses, models, 
prepositions, clause structures, from the res t of 
English: i t Just uses a part icular , unfamiliar mixture of 
17 
wd-l-kno-wn grammatical devices. 
The second set of features comprises the 
vocabtCLary and terminology of science —or rather , of 
the part icular purposes for a given ESP course, Frecuently 
the student already knows the concepts of Science, and he 
may even be familiar with the scient if ic vocabulary in 
his own language that is sufficiently close to the 
English, equivalent to be easily guessable. Teaching 
vocabulary is not normally a major problem in ESP, as 
far as the learner i s concerned. 
17. Strevens, P, Egp After po Yftffii*«T proceedings of ESP 
Conferoice held in Colombo, Sri Lahka, April 1985, 
pp. 9-10, 
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The third set of features of scientific 
English comprises the purpose of Science — the 
rhetoric I the discourse, the scientificness of the 
texts. These are the product of 'knowing science*, 
and they cannot easily be listed, described and taught. 
These features include examples such as the following : 
i) a preference for expressing quantities, 
numerically and in many units: pounds per 
souare inch; degrees; output per shift; 
yield in tons per hectare; ratios, equations, 
etc; 
ii) an avarenass of when the language used needs 
to be stated with precision, and wh«i that 
feature matters less; og, 'Ok, run her up to 
maximum degree. George but keep the exhaust 
value temperature below eightyfive decrees'. 
iii) a distinction between the language appropriate 
to theoretical soi«iee,technology (eg. 
engineering) and technical operations, 
respectively), 
The third set of features that characterise 'Scientific 
Ehglish' is sometimes difficult for a non-scientist to 
grasp-until he comes to deal with the learning and 
teaching of EST. Then it quickly onerges that there are 
certain 'habits of expression' in science, certain 
'modes of communication' which spring from the nature 
18 
and purpose of science and are extremely important. 
18, Strevens. OT^ - eit. p, 12. 
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They come tx> the surface of learning and teaching ESP 
in another area, nam^y in developing study sk i l l s in 
English. 
ESP and EST courses cover a very wide range 
and they shade off, a t one end of the spectrum, into 
study sk i l l s courses. These are exercises and ac t iv i t i e s 
which focus on such ac t iv i t i e s as essay-writing, report-
writing (describing an racperimoit, for example) note-
taking (especially frcnn lectures but also including 
alphabetisatlon (especially v^en the student 's own 
language uses a different writing system), writing down 
bibliographical references ( t i t l e s , authors, publishers, 
dates, etc) index-making, using a l ibrary; and many 
others. The ac t iv i t i e s are part of Science or 
Technology, but t h ^ have to be carried out in English, 
so practising the activi ty is an excellent way of 
developing command of English for the purposes of 
Science - though some study sk i l l s ac t iv i t i e s are 
valuable for ESP other than in connection with science. 
In India at present the entire scene of 
Jf8 
education Is dominated by various competitions leading 
to job or entry into some professional course. As a 
matter of fact English plays a v i t a l role in such 
affa i rs . This area seems to be the hot-bed for language 
teachers and learners, English i s almost mandatory in 
these TOmpetitions azid courses. In India bulk of the 
students come with a badcground of L^  and ^ e n put to a 
t e s t of th i s kind always tend to f a l l belov; par, \^en 
different roads of education lead to a centre point le , 
competition. ESP i s the ideal answer to thwart such 
complex problems. Practitioners can mat^h their course 
plans along with the subject offered and meet the demands 
of the edfcaminers. Language s k i l l s , wri t t«i and spoken, 
can be developed in the same way as i t i s being done for 
other purposes, the only thing i s that the whole system 
has to be given a t inge, a flavour of competitions. 
Course designers have to keep abreast with the subject 
as well as the mode/ the level of the competition. So 
to some extoit one can add to the long l i s t of branches 
of ESP a nmi one l e , Shglish for Competitive Purposes 
(BCP) \Alch will at the moment in India wil l be thronged 
by students and learners and vrill certainly make business 
l ike hot-cakes. 
^ 
Hence, ESP can be aptly applied to growing 
purposes and needs of the learner* around the world, 
BSP attempts to combine the teaching of a specif ic 
practical sk i l l In conjunction with the l i terary sk i l l 
need to practise and extend tti&t s k i l l to an Independent 
19 l e v e l . Anyway the success of such course Is 
dependent vcpon the time and effort spent on the planning 
stages, and these require a c lose working relationship 
between the subject spec ia l i s t and the language teacher. 
Decisions have to be made about the nature, scope and 
objectives of the s k i l l to be taught; the teaching 
approaches, media and materials to be used; the sequence 
of Instruction; and, particularly Important, the pacing 
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of presentation. Two major questions have to be asked. 
F i r s t , \^at Is the mlnlmxm s k i l l and learning content 
that needs to be taught to enable the students to achieve 
their Immediate object ive , and to prepare them for their 
next, and long term objectives? Secondly, how far can 
the language of the s k i l l be extended to apply to 
everyday l i f e situations ? 
As a matter of fac t , the subject spec ia l i s t 
19. ELT Documents 106 Team Teaching In ESP 
ttlnKed-^Ktlla ggyraqg^ an account of theory and 
methodology of HSking l i terary teaching vjith spec ia l i s t 
subject areas by C Mborhouse, 198O. pp. 70-71. 
20. Ibid. 
^0 
and the language teacher need to agree ijpon a common 
and controlled language of reference and instruction 
for both verbal and wr l t t« i coionunlcatlon to students. 
The language input needs to be both relevant to the 
topic aai applicable to other si tuations \jhere language 
sk i l l s are required. 
In the case of learners of Ehglish as a 
second language, T«rfio In i t i a l ly need inuch laore emphasis 
on language structures, the vocabulary and syntax used 
in teaching presentations and materials needs to be 
even more carefully controlled to take account of 
21 their current level of verbal competence. Thus 
x^hile i t i s possible to develop and provide a resource 
bank of materials for the teaching approach, the 
success of both material, and the approach will always 
be dependent upon the effort made by the language and 
subject special is t to adapt and compHfnent resources to 
meet the specific as ve i l as the general needs of 
learners . 
21. ELT Documents 106 Team Teaching in ESP 
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To conclude, one can have a glance at the 
benefit on the part of the teachers and the learners, 
which they gain when ESP Is applied to their Intricate 
problem t 
1) Increased motivation and Interest on the part 
of the learners. 
11) Thorough handling of a basic subject which Is 
seen and explained • to be relevant, leading to 
better understanding. 
Ill) More stlmulas to use language than occurs 
normally. 
Iv) The experience of a new dimension of language 
learning, 
v) An enhanced spirit of enquiry deriving fron 
perceived exchanges, 
vl) l^ bre active, participatory class conduct, useful 
In future lecture sessions. 
C H A P T E R I I I 
COURSE DESIGNING AMD ME!mODOK)GY IN ESP 
In recent years, English Language Teaching 
overseas has taken on a new character. Previously it 
was usual to talk about the aims of English Learning in 
the terms of the so-called 'Language Skills' of speaking, 
understanding speech, reading and writing, and these aims 
were seen as related to general education at the primary 
and secondary levels. Recently, however, a need has 
arisen to specify alms of English Learning more precisely 
as the language has increasingly been required to take on 
an auxiliary role at the tertiary level of education, 
English teaching has been called upon to provide students 
with the basic ability to use the language to receive, 
and (to a lesser degree) to convey Information associated 
with their specialist studies. This is particularly so 
in the developing countries where essential textbook 
material is not available in the vernacular languages. 
Thus whereas one talked previously in general terms of 
ELT, we now have such acronymlc variants as ESP (English 
for Special Purposes), EOP (English for Occupational 
Purposes), EAP (English for Acadanic Purposes), and 
EST (English for Science and Technology), 
P. 73. 
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This association of Ehgllsh Teaching with 
specialist areas of higher education has exposed the 
limitation of the Ehglish component of the general 
syllabus of the GPE (General Purpose English) \^lch is 
not usually geared to language communication related, 
say to the sciences or trades, except In the widest 
sense, I?or again are any of the skills-oriented task 
essential for vocational or professional training likely 
to be anticipated to any large extent in that English 
component. A natural paradox occurs here. Developing 
oontries are under intense pressure to absorb and handle 
technology; to equate wltti 'developed* societies in all 
systems rarely if ever streamlined, mostly colonlallstic 
with built in Inappropriacies, based on the Ideals of 
creating well-sounded minds, spirits and bodies. Now the 
question arises that. Is there time for this? Is it not 
essential for the established broad-based education to 
focus sharply on national needs? And the English 
curriculum surely has to keep abreast with this forceful 
force. The traditional practice certainly requires 
modification. 
Most of the iBiprovements in language teaching 
methodology brought about during the last two decades 
g. ChamberlainT R. The SP of the B in ELT doeuments 
106- Team Teaching in ESP, The British Council, 
London, 198O, p. 98, 
5»f 
have concentrated on the syllabos. The reason for this 
la fairly d e a r s In any attempt to improve language 
teaching materials, the logical place to start Is at 
the g:i^ss-root le the syllabus. 
On an ave]<age, In either EFL/ESL situations 
overseas, students, plough through primary and secondary 
English programmes consolidating written errors of 
grammar I spending large amounts of time on work 
associated with literature, much of It In appropriate 
and very little time on practical communicative or 
organisational language woxk. This Is Illustrated In 
Figure I, On arrival at the tertiary Institution, the 
students If they are fortunate may receive an Intensive 
SngpLlsh programme or Just be thrown straight Into 
orientation azid subject specific programmes, in which the 
Bngllsh and the skills Involved will be almost like 
another language for t h m . So to say that much of the 
wortc in General English is purposeless, or if there is 
purpose, it Is too often the n«i}ulous kind whereby one 
trusts to the exam oriented syllabus and expects 
everything to jell after G.P.E, 
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In many parts of the world, coiirses In English are 
gradually changing. Curriculum Designers are converging 
tov»rds ESP programme. The overall effect of this sort 
of language learning background, v»hich has been suggested 
is quite widely applicable throughout the so-called 
Third World countries, and serves as a pressure on the 
English progranane, at tertiary level, and its basic ESP 
focus. The phenomenon is nothing new, in educational and 
developmental terms. But the pressures are probably 
treWLed,-^ Students are studying for work now. They 
have to learn self-discipline and study habits. But the 
study and the reference sources are mostly in English, 
so pressures on listening, reading and writing skills in 
English are enormous. And -v^ ile motivation is high at 
first, it drops off very quickly when students feel that 
they are not progressing as fast as they expect to. With 
these factors in mind, it seems reasonable to spare time 
to survey ESP Curriculum design and work for its 
improvement. 
In English for Specific Purposes (ESP) courses 
might be ranged on a scale of decreasing specificity, 
3. Chamberlain, aD*-fiiJt»» P» 100. 
^7 
with those at th« most specific end being concerned 
essentially vith training and those at the less specific 
end, which some what shade into General Purpose Sngllsh 
(GPE), essentially concerned with education. Training is 
defined as a course of instruction directed at the solution 
of prohLems establlshe^b in advance and amenahle to the 
application of formulae of a relatively fixed and 
restricted kind. The effectiveness of training depends upon 
narrowing the gap between formula and prohLem, Education on 
the other hand is defined as a course of instruction \^ iich 
prepares people to cope with known formulae. The 
effectiveness of education, therefore depends on developing 
the capacity to Interpret formula and prohLect in such a 
If 
way as to bridge the gap between them* 
Language training, we may say, sets out to provide 
a kno^ iO-edge of a restricted set of schemata (schemata can be 
defined as cognitive constructs or configurations of 
knowledge which we place over events so as to bring them 
into alignment with familiar patterns of escperience and 
belief). Those frames of reference and rhetorical routines 
which characterize a particular area of language use. The 
M-. widdowson, H.G. laftfBlng-hirwgg an<l LanmaCT ^s?» 
O.U.P, London, 1983» P. 80. 
5. Widdowson, H.G., OPI elt., p. 5^. 
^o 
objectives of a course of training will be directed at 
achieving just this aim, and any procedural capacity 
which develops and which will allow the learner to go 
beyond the specified aim can be regarded as a contingent 
benefit. In any case the training course must allow some 
room for manoeuvre, some lack of fit between formula and 
problem, there will be some need for procedural activity. 
But the more specific the training is, the more it will 
be focused on the required schemata. 
Educational objectives have to be defined in 
procedural terms, since there is no clear set of 
schemata in Immediate prospect. What an educational 
course will seek to do is to develop a procedural capacity 
which will enable the learner to deal with a range of 
different frames of reference and rhetorical routines as 
occasion requires in the future and after ccanpletion of 
the course. It is possible to shift along the specificity 
scale and take bearings on likely alms, allowing these 
to indicate a more schematic definition of objectives. 
With this kind of a tug of war going on, ESP 
curriculum design can be seen as falling upon a continuum 
that has training at one end and education at the other : 
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language teaching 
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Core functions 
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behaviour 
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This chart is simply a graphic representation of the 
dichotomy expressed by Wlddowscm (1983) betveen training 
type operations and education type operations. A line 
divides that which Is far more difficult to specify. For 
Instance,certain type of very Imslo ESP cotirses would be 
located at the 'Training* end, and would be virtually 
100 per cent specifiable; that Is, a training model may 
be emplojred, complete with needs analysis, behavioural 
ob;]ectlves, crltsrlon referenced tests, and so forth. 
We can talk of mastery of the objectives, of a product, 
and we can probably talk of teacher-centered, culture-free 
teaching. The objectives will generally be accompanied 
without too much reference to psychological or soclologloal 
concerns. 
At the other end of the continuum, we find 
programmes that approximate more to the notions of 
education than to bare language training. A horlsontal 
line at the word "Education" shows a much larger proportion 
of the language Instruction to be core and a much smaller 
portion to be specific. If education, rather than training, 
Is the aim, we may now talk of students becooanlng familiar 
with the cultural and referential aspects of the language, 
fe, -Riinann Mi^ l ftom J, Aftftil Tasks t Tha Conatructlon o F 
giurrlflttlimg te m 9xA.Mk J" £2Sm> vol* xxv, NO. 1 
Jan 1987, p. 5. 
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In addition to having a grasp of th© processes by which 
7 
It operates. The prol:tLems of eurrlcultm design encountered 
here are vlrtiially the same as those encountered by 
teachers in the L^ situation. By the vay, if \<e were to 
operate at the extreme ends of this scale, we would 
design courses on the one hand with reference only to 
schemata without regard to procedures, and on the other 
!iand courses with reference to procedures vit-ct regard 
to schemata* Logically there has always been a difference 
between theory and practice. So the courses yahun. put to 
practice reveal different emphasis rather than exclusive 
focus. We would expect to find, for example, that what 
have been referred to as 'narrow angle* ESP courses, with 
titles like 'English for Mechanical Engineers', 'English 
for Bank Cashiers', 'English for Hotel Staff, 'English 
for Tourism', do tend towards a schematic approach to 
course design, whereas so-called 'wide an^e' courses with 
titles like 'English for Science and Technology*, 'English 
for Academic Purposes*, 'English for Occupational Purposes', 
do tend towards a procedural approach, their purpose being 
to focus attention on study skills rather than on a 
g 
particular area of use to which they would apply. So a 
7* Benson, Mai com J}k2£«.jzli* 
o. Wlddowson, on, cit.^ P> 81. 
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course v^ lxsh is directed at schematlo objectives may 
well Include procedural activities as a methodological 
means to that end| and conversely, a procedure-oriented 
course may veil use schematic exercises of one sort or 
another. 
The justification for ESP, as a separate area 
of enquiry and practice, lies, in establishing 
principles for describing its objectives. 
An appr^ash t9 flgaim a ggurat 9f BgP 
One \iay woiad be to get hold of the preseribsd 
specialist textbooks and make linguistic analysis to 
establish the defining characteristics of this particular 
register. Such a characterization would be ess«itially 
quantitative in that it would indicate v^ch lexical 
items and syntactic structures occured most frequently 
in the data. It would in this swise be a systemic 
description of aims, a representation of the linguistic 
forms that the students are most likely to encounter and 
be obliged to interpret In their reading. The result woijld 
be a collection of component parts. The step to follow 
would be to equate adjns and objectives by assiiming that 
since the students aim is to use these compon«its, th€fi 
the objective of the course should sJmply be to teach 
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thma. 
The complexity that erupts here Is that these 
linguistic units become ooaponents of discourse only 
•whftn they occur In the context of language use. To 
Identify something as a component Is to recognize the 
operational complex as a \Jhol9 In which It functions as 
a part. If analysis Isolates el«nents from this ccxnplex, 
then It must deny th«n the functional features \fhleh 
9 
alone can give them their component status. To the 
extent that register analysis involves, as it ccxmnonly 
does, the isolation of formal linguistic types from 
conteaWJS of use, then it cannot account for their 
fuhctlon as components of discourse. What it does 
instead is to express these el«nents as components 
functioning within the formal linguistic system. So 
what this kind of analysis does, in effect, is to impose 
on the schematic and procedural activity of language use 
categories of description appropriate only to the 
systemic level of linguistic organization. It therefore 
converts elements of language from one kind of component, 
where it functions as a part of discourse, to another 
kind where it functions as a part of the linguistic 
systwn, 
9. Widdowson, saLk.jslX» t P« 8H-, 
6U 
Anjrway, this sort of analysis does not ravaal 
for Instance, how th« frequanoy of certain types of 
lezls and syntactic structure provides evidence for 
commonly occurlng schemata In the textbooks under 
conslderatlcm. Such an analysis shows that certain 
syntactic structures are specially favoured, but It will 
not tell us how they are used In the realization of types 
of rhetorical routine which characterise the kind of 
discourse concerned. There will be no clear Indication 
either about which linguistic elements are essentially 
procedural In function. It has been pointed out, for 
example, that apart from the specialist vocabulary of 
certain specific areas of use which provide the basis for 
Identlfjrlng register, there Is also present In any 
corpus of language a wide range of so-called *eoimon core* 
words which have no such restriction on use« The 
specialist lexis serves to define particular frames of 
reference and has, therefore, a schematic role to play, 
whereas common-core vocabulary serves the general 
procedural purpose of realizing these particular schemata. 
The purpose of such a course must be to prepare 
the students to process the written discourse of their 
10. Wlddowaon, loe. alt., p. SM-, 
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textbooks and this means that they will have somehow to 
be giilded towards using the linguistic elements extracted 
by analysis as discourse c(»nponents« But the analysis 
has produced only components of the linguistic system, 
so the only way of achieving these objectives must be 
to devise a pedagogy which re-Instates these elements 
and the level of use, and so converts them back Into 
what they were before they were subjected to analysis. 
Bit such conversion can be carried out only If It Is 
known how these elements function In the particular area 
of use we are concerned with, and It Is precisely this 
kind of Information which a formal analysis falls to 
provide, 
ESP curriculum designers then rush out In a 
different direction and look for ways of defining the 
alms of our students In communicative terms by devising 
means of analysis which preserved the essential discourse 
features of language use Instead of analysing th«n out 
of existence. It might appear on the face of It that 
this requirement Is met by the descriptive device 
proposed by Munby. 
Munbv»a CommmiQative Svllatis design 
Hunby*s work has been considered so far as a 
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contrilMtlon to th« study of needs analysis. Any vay for 
Munby, hox/ever^ needs analysis is, as his title would 
suggest, the preliminary to the specification or design 
of a syllabus* Thus once a profile of a student's needs 
has been built up these must be realized in actual language 
forms, by means of the specification of language skills 
needed and the language functions. He gives an exhaustive 
list of micro-skill from \Mch the shorter list of 
particular skills needed by a student can be assembled. 
Similarly he gives a detailed inventory of micro-functions, 
from \diieh a selection can be made. Skills, functions and 
language forms together give syllatus content. 
No one else has given such a vigorous and precise 
statement of caie method of syllabus design as Munby, 
Although the systems approach to language teaching, which 
has developed separately but alongside ESP, suggests the 
sequences needs analysis, syllalxis design, methodology 
implaoentation, evaluation, few people have attempted to 
work out a theoretical framework for any of the steps in 
seqtience. 
As pointed out earlier that an ESP course is 
selection of material, provoked by pressure of time. Thus 
1 1 . RnMnann^ PanHnii ESP CEngHah f n r S n a g i f i e Purpoaas^ 
Pergamon Press Pvt. Ltd,, England, 1980, p, 31, 
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a feature of an ESP syllabus will be a focus of attention 
on certain things or absence of certain Item found In a 
general course. The focus of attention may be determined 
by skill, \Ty function, by topic, by situation etc. It Is 
to be noted that for Munby all syllabuses will ccanprlse 
sldll and functions although the priority In their 
relative order of specification may alternate depending 
on the learner's needs, 
Munbv's model for apeaifving gommunleative eompetenee 
Munby (1978) operates vdthln a communicative 
and sociological framewoik. Although not a complete 
model, it offers a different perspective on the first 
few steps. 
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Munby's model Is driven solely by the participant 
(student), -whose precise needs are "fed In" to what he 
calls a Communicative Needs Processor, This Identifies 
needs of a specifically communicative type, and while 
some of them are familiar, others are very dlffewoat from 
what are normally called needs. Purpose, setting and the 
level are asked in any needs assessment, hut the new 
elements here are things like the likely role that the 
student will eventually be pla3rl9g (eg, the social 
interaction he may have to participate in, in addition to 
vdiatever professional purpose he will be using English for) 
The mode of communication most likely to be used (written 
or spoken, etc), the diiLLeet that he should be familiar 
wltti, the ccamminicatlve event most likely to take place 
(that is, tlM acts or functions he vdll most likely 
perform), and the cc»mmmioatlve key (eg, polite, firm, etc) 
12 in which his interactions will probably take place. 
Prcan a consideration of all tluise points, Munby 
produces a profile of the ccnmnunicative needs of the 
8tud<mt3, But these needs have not yet been translated 
into linguistic realizations and this calls for three more 
steps. The first is the language-skills selection, which 
shows up the functional/notional skills needed by the 
12, Benson, Malcom J, aEU-Cit» P» 3l 
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students. The second is the meaning prooessor, \rhlch. 
brings In soolo«>semantic processing, for example, the 
students understanding of the illocutionary force of 
utterances* The third is the linguistic encoding of the 
optional notions from the skills selection* To be 
precise, it means that if one vishes to ring a phone call 
in soEBone's office, S/he could find numerous ways to 
seek their permission* Nov, for teaching purpose this 
number has to be pruned down to a manageable number. 
This device is very clearly directed at 
describing features of the communicative process, and 
linguistic forms are thus seen as realissation of this 
process, and not as the manifested token of the 
language systwn. It is concerned therefore with the 
aspects of discourse and not as is the kind of register 
analysis reviewed earlier, simply vdth their textual 
reflex* So the device is constructed out of socio-
linguistic concepts. But it is important to note that 
it is indeed a device and nothing more, put together by 
using whatever theory semns servicable and directed 
towards practical outcome* It is not a model if we 
mean by that the representation of a relevant theory of 
language. It is to be assessed, therefore, by now 
l*^, Benson J Malftom J . O P . e i t . . p^ h. 
1»f. Widdowson, op. e l t . ^ pp. 85-86. 
effectively It achieves Its declared purpose of defining 
the content of purpose specific language progranmes. 
Broadly speaking, the model carries out two 
operations: the first produces a profile of needs by 
reference to factors In the conmrunloatlve events that the 
learner vlll have eventually to be Involved In, and the 
second then Interpmts these needs In terms of three kinds 
of elemwit, each representing different aspect of 
language behaviour. Thus the first part deals vlth 
features of the situation that learners will encounter, 
and the second part deals \dth features of communicative 
activity they vlll have to engage In to cope effectively 
with the situation. The three kinds of behavioural 
element In this conmunlcatlve actl^ty are called 
language skills, functions and forms, A direct correlation 
of language forms with situational factors would, of 
course, yield findings of the sort associated with 
register analysis, as already discussed In this chapter. 
The Hunby device, however ,has these two other kinds of 
element (skills and functions) mediating between the 
situational factors and linguistic forms, and the latter 
are brought Into the picture only as realizations of 
these other elements. 
«,-, 
In bot^ i eas«s ve have a description of parts , 
procedural parts on the one hand and schematic parts on 
the other. What is missing, and vAiat this kind of 
operation of its nature cannot provide, is the means of 
characterizing how these parts are activated and related 
in the actual discourse process. The device itself is a 
processor, txit its analytic operations no more represent 
the process of language use than do those of a generative 
grammar. Although this model is not ccnnplete - Munby 
does not go into teaching methodology, testing evaluation, 
etc. - it does serve to show how the design of a 
communicative curriculum raises points previously 
unmentioned in the design of ESL/SFL courses. 
A ttfoeedural model for ESP 
The failure to pay attention to the entirely of 
the model (for \^ch Munby has been vehwnently criticised 
by Widdovson 1983) is somewhat clearly avoided in ;ae' ay 
(1981) model. As we have seen in the Munby model, the 
sociological viewpoint has a determining effect on the 
construction of a model. So too does the ELT situation. 
ESP is a growth industry within ELT, as a matter of fact it 
has taken on all the appurtenances of a separate subject, 
and it also tends to create its own model. One such conies 
fax)m Mackay (198I). 
15. Widdowson, fiji^^ali., p. Q7l 
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H«r« th« oone«ms ar« not g«n«ral ones as In th« ease of 
GPE, or soclollngulstio ones as depleted by Munby, or 
psyehollngulstle ones. Here the very situation demands, 
for Instance, the Induslon of some process vhereby the 
exact language to be taught Is defined, and that a unique 
methodology be found to teach It. So the eoneept of 
specificity Is Itself enou^ to make a model look 
different. In seeking an appropriate methodology, 
Haekay Is doing vhat Wlddovson advocated t *A principled 
relationship between course design and methodology*. 
Both writers Join hands to seek a methodcAogy that Is 
unique to a given ESP course and >Aileh v l U produce 
appropriate "procedural activities". 
Language behaviour Is not a reflex of competence 
a simple projection of systems and schemata, but a 
realization of competence through procedural activity, 
vhlch creates the primary data of language use. If ve are 
to make our language learners Into language users, ve have 
to devise ways, therefore, of engaging thsm In procedural 
work \^ilch will convert these Items of kno\d.edge Into 
actualized communicative behaviour. It Is here that 
methodology erupts out to activate these Inert categories. 
In ESP, methodology has generally been neglected. 
16. Banaon, Malnom Jj loft, elt. 
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Th« load of onphasis has b«en on \^ uit ought to be taught, 
on content, rather than on how It should be taught. Courses 
have be«i designed to incorporate. The syst«iilc and 
schematic feature* of particular areas of language use, 
rather than the activities that users In these areas 
characteristically engage In to achieve a procedural 
realization of these features In the discourse process. 
The Inclination of ESP courses towards content 
Is as such that Peter Strevens makes It a criteria of 
defining ESP : 
The content of SP-LT courses are thereby 
detemlned, In scxne or all of the following 
ways : 
1) restrtotlont only those basic skills 
(understanding speech, speaking, reading, 
writing) are included which are required 
by the learner's purposes; 
11) selection: only 1»x>se Items of vocabulary, 
patterns of grammar, functions of language, 
are Included vdilch are required by the 
learner's purposes; 
111) themes and topics: only those themes, topics, 
situations, universes of discourse, etc are 
included which are required by the learner's 
purposes; 
Iv) conmunlcatlve needs : only those communicative 
needs •••• are Included which are required by 
the learner's pxirposes. 17 
The ESP Courses can be summarized as the following : 
17- Robinson, fliiiu-filJt«> V* 12l 
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^ ^ f t f9r W ggttfgffg 
Genoral-le a l l the 
graso&ar, l ex i s ? Ooeupatlonal pre-
H«3trioted 
code? 
Special skill or 
task, eg reading 
for doctors, 
speaking for 
secretaries 
m-
Educatlonal post-
Special 
s i tiaatlon/se ttlng 
eg. English for 
telephone 
conversations 
Special subject 
matter themes 
topics/notions 
conceptsI eg. 
Physios, Oil 
technology 
Special ocssmunioatlve 
needs or functions, eg 
airline personnel 
Fl^W - Y 
-^y^" 
^\^ ( n^ -^ Pl^' ;d 77 
This figure leaves open the question of special OP 
restricted language. It also suggests that some elements 
may co-occur, most notably the element of skill or task 
vith any of the others. Thus a course in reading 
comprehensicai must be aimed at a particular occupational 
or educational groups, eg. doctors and students of 
Medicine, or students of Physics, and not designed merely 
for learners at X level. 
Hence there is commonly a disparity bet^ l/een 
the specificity of content in ESP textbooks and the 
conventional language teaching methodology vhich takes no 
account of the specific kinds of activity which learners 
are engaged in vdth their academic and occupational fields. 
The assumption behind this is that what learners need Is a 
kno\dedge of the systemic and schematic features of the 
English of their speciality and that tliis can be conveyed 
to them by conventional neans of a very general sort, 
which need have no connection at all \d.th the activities 
18 for which they need to use English. The assumption has 
been tlmt any methodology will do so long as it gets the 
information across and moreover that, we already have a 
well-tr ied language teaching methodology to hand and that 
this will serve the purpose, whether specific or not. 
Widdowson reacts against this assumption and votes In 
favour of methodology that is served by course design and 
18, Wlddowson, flJ2A-jaii«» P« 88. 
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not the other way pound, 
Ppineiple of Coiirae Daslm 
Tho kind of analytic Itttolzatlon favoured by 
needs analysis of the kind previously considered does not 
provide one. It provides only a list of component parts. 
It seems clear that course design must In some way be a 
projection of *macro units* that Is to say the frames of 
reference or routines which are associated with reoognlz-
ahle *speech events* or schematic types, conventional 
patterns of language use, 
Suoii patterns may be evident In the way 
particular frames of reference are linked with particular 
routines and In this case they provide a basis for the 
design of *narrow angle* ESP courses,$uoh courses place 
the emphasis on the schematic kno\dedge, le,the ccmipetence 
to be acquired, they would be located at the nore specific 
end of the spectrum and accordingly be more training 
oriented. It should be noted, however, that such courses 
will have an educational dimension to the extent that course 
design based on such specific sch«nata will be Implemented 
througih procedural work. Except in extreme case where 
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flx«d formulae ar« learnt \3y rot«, schvaata cannot other-
vdse be realised and therefore the required ccsmpetence 
cannot otherwise be acquired. The activity of realization 
will itself develop the capacity for further use and 
learning beyond that which is incorporated in coarse 
design. It is simply for this reason that it is so 
important that methodology should be concerned with 
appropriate procedural activity. 
wj^ c m a g m gqarata 
Such courses still need to draw on schematic 
patterns for their design, even though they were 
procedure oriented in their intent. But in this case, 
the patterns are of underlying sort, set of general frames 
of references and routines which, it is assumed, inform a 
range of topical areas of use and which can therefore be 
realized in pedagogic terms by a variety of different 
topics. Here, as a matter of principle, topics are 
selected for their effectiveness in impl«nenting the 
objectives of the course without regard to tlieir immediate 
relevance to eventual aims. 
factiora toa^gnfllng PQurag 4^alm 
iJliethor a re la t ively wide or narrow angle 
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approach to ^ P coarse d«sign Is preferred %dll depend 
on a number of factors. There may, for example, be 
purposes, nost likely relating occupational and technical 
training, which can be more effectively serviced by 
greater specificity of soh«natic design) or the choice may 
be constrained by considerations like face validity or 
apparent cost effectiveness• Other purpose vill call for 
19 
more educational, less specific approach. Anyway It 
would be fallacious to tfaihk of them as necessarily at 
odds with each other. The effectiveness of an approach 
where ever it may be located on the specificity spectrum, 
depends on establishing a principled relationship between 
course deslf«i and methodology. So \]e can say that no 
matter how schematically specific a course may be, no 
matter how fixedly oriented towards aims, it will normally 
require a procedurally based methodology, for otherwise 
the learner is given no experience of natural language and 
therefore no real provision for the achievement of his 
purpose, specific or otherwise. 
The need to account for the procedural aspect 
of leaminjj and use is more self evident with wide angle 
course design. There is less anphasis here on specific 
competence and more on general capacity. This means that 
10. Widdowaony on. dt. ^  p, 90. 
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pedagogic objectives cannot be considered as distinct 
from aims and so there is less likelihood of their being 
confused. 
But equally, of course, there is less likelihood 
of the objectives being recognized as relevant by the 
learner. This is the problem of face validity and a 
matter of motivation. In any case the learner* s interest 
is the intrinsic part of the language using process itself, 
not a state of mind and it is desirable to keep the interest 
of the learners triggered so as to make them more receptive 
to teaching. The task for the wide angle approach to ESP, 
then, is to ensure that topics that have no direct bearing 
on aims are selected and presented in such a vay that, 
despite their lack of specificity, they will activate the 
capacity for language use and learning. The most obvious 
way of doing this is to represent these topics as problems 
calling from the same kind of thinking for their solution, 
the same type of procedtiral work as learners wotiLd be 
required to use in their field of specialization. This 
brings us to the central importance of methodology that 
20 
Widdowson has n^phasissed. 
In the case of the more narrow angle course, 
20. Widdowson, a]2*„fili,, p, 91. 
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the more cogent reason for specificity Is not that the 
language corresponds to alms, but that It Is more likely 
to be realized as meaningful by the learners. By the same 
token, it does not much matter that a course does not provide 
comprehensive coverage of v*iat has eventually to be learnt -
even if this were possitiLe, What does matter is that ^^ lat 
is included a^ hould activate learning, so that provision is 
made for the learners to achieve their own aims after the 
course is over by appljring the procedures they have used in 
learning to the continuation of learning through language 
use, 
A glance at the preceding discussion reveals the 
fact,that much of the attention devoted in recent years to 
SSP materials design has focussed predcnninantly on data 
gathering and analysis. Discussion about how this work 
can be best translated into appropriate teaching materials 
has been scant. Perhaps as a result, many ESP materials 
often appear to ignore basic educational practice. In 
particular the demands and restrictions of the learning 
situation are frequently overlooked, with Inevitable effects on 
motivation and learning. But no matter how sophisticated 
the needs analysis instrument or discourse analysis system 
employed in the initial stages of the design process, the 
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success of the material hinges on their efficacy In the 
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classroom, A bored learner, Is unimpressed by publisher's 
claims that a book Incorporates the latest psycho- or 
socio- or linguistic theories (or bandvagons). The users 
of the materials le« leai^ers and teachers will evaluate 
them primarily in teims of their pedagogic suitability. 
There is a backlash that many ESP materials do 
not take into account the realities of ESP classroom and 
they evoke little Interest out for the student. The main 
cause for this dravbadc is that the materials are often 
unereatlve) the scope of the language activities they 
attempt to engage the learner in is limited, and their 
knowledge content la largely unexplolted. In this part of 
the chapter we vill probe as to how this situation may be 
remedied. To patch up the loopholes, various teaching 
material modelshavebeen scrutinized and exemplified with 
sample materials. 
The underlying structure of most units of ESP 
teaching materials can be represented as follows : 
21. Hutchinson T and Waters A, ."grQatiYlliY Ifl ^ f j^atrgJlaJA" in lag^es in ESP^  ed. Alan Waters, Pergamon, 1982, p. 100, 
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In this nodely a text of some kind (the input) is used to 
provide data for a series of language exercises (language), 
It seems that such a structure lacks two features which 
are essential if the ESP learner is to be motivated by the 
materials. These are : 
1. Content 
I'anguage is not an end in itself, but a means of 
conveying information and feelings about something. It 
therefore follows that the content communicated by the 
language in ESP materials shotild be exploited to 
reflect this. 
2, Task 
The learner should be given opportunities to use the 
language and the content in a creative way, in order 
to solve a communication problan, 
VJhen ESP materials have not adopted the language-oriented 
8^ 
model In Fig» V as the liasls of their design, they have 
frequently strayed towards the opposite extreme, utilising 
an underlying structure of the following kind : 
COIITENT 
However, this model creates as many problems as it solves. 
With language based model (Fig, VI) the student becomes 
bored because he has little opportunity to use the 
language he is learning, or to involve his existing 
knowledge. In the content-based model (Fig, VII) the 
student is frustrated because he is denied the language 
kno^aedge that enables him to do the task set. Despite 
appearances to the contrary, the content^based model is 
no more creative than the language-based model. Although 
communicative competence encompasses more than just 
linguistic ccsnptence, linguistic canpetence is nevertheless 
an essential element in communicative competence. 
So effective materials, therefore, will need 
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to Incorporate four elements : 
LANGUAGE 
In this model, the primary focus of the unit is the 
task. The model acts as a well-oiled vehicle for leading 
the learner to the point \0iere he can carry out a 
communication task using the language and content he has 
studied in the unit. The language and contcait focussed on 
are dravm from the input, and are selected primarily 
according to \ihat the learner will need in order to do the 
task. In other ^^rds, in the task the linguistic knowledge 
and the topic knowledge that are built up through the unit 
22 
are applied to the solving of a communication probl«n. 
gflBPle Materials 
Language considered as communication no longer 
appears as a separate subject but as an aspect of other 
g2> Hiitfthinson, on. city nn. 101-102. 
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subjects, A corollary to this is that an essential part 
of any subject is the manner in which its 'content' is 
given linguistic expression. '^ EST has set the trend In 
theoretical discussion, in ways of analysing language and 
in the variety of actual teaching materials. So we can 
say tliat major developments in ESP can best be told 
through EST, Learning Science, for example, is seen to 
be not merely a matter of learning facts, but of learning 
how language is used to give expression to certain reasoning 
processes, how it is used to define, classify, generalize, 
to make hypotheses and draw conclusions. So for this 
reason, the following sample material is science biased. 
The sentences are numbered for ease of reference in the 
solutions, and in the exercises, 
^ Matter is the name given to everything which 
has weight and occupies space , It may usually be 
determined by the senses of touch, sight or smell. 
3Matter may exist in three states : solid, liquid and gas. 
All substances, except those which decompose when heated, 
like wood, may be changed from one state into another. 
^ A substance in the solid state may be changed into a 
P^, Allen and V iddowsony OP. eit. ^  p. TU-. 
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liquid substance I and one In the liquid state may be changed 
Into gaseous substance ^Conversely, changes can take place 
In the reverse order t gases may be changed Into liquids 
7 
and liquids Into solids. A solid substance such as Ice 
may be changed Into the liquid state, or liquified, to 
become ii«ater; and this may be changed Into tho gaseous 
state, or evaporated, to become steam. ° Steam may be 
converted Into vater and vater Into Ice, 
1, In sentence 2, It refers to : 
(a) v/elght 
(b) Space 
(c) Matter 
2, In sentence 5 one refers to : 
(a) A substance 
(b) 4 substance is the solid state 
(c) A liquid substance 
3, In sentence 7, <fhl3 refers to : 
(a) A solid substance 
(b) Water 
(c) Ice 
The difficulty vjhlch learners have in understanding 
discourse is in recognizing when different expression have 
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equivalent contextual value-leamers may have their 
attention dravin to the i«ay different forms function as 
expressions in a particular passage by means of an 
exercise of the following kind ; 
Rephrase the expressions underlined in the 
folloving sentences vith expressions from the text 
which have the same meaning. 
1. A aubatanee in thA «^ f>iid state may be changed into & 
2. a^afiS. Q^y ^ changed into Limiida and liquids may 
be changed into aolids. 
3. A solid may be changed into the liquid state. 
If, A liquid may be changed into a gas. 
So far we have been principally concerned with 
getting the learner to recognize the communicative value 
of expressions \^eh correspond with sentence constituents 
We may now introduce exercise which focus on the way 
sentences themselves function as ccjramunicative acts within 
the discourse. 
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Exercdse C i Relationahipa between Statements 
Place the follo\rfLng expressions in the sentences Indicated. 
Replace and re-order the words in the sentence where 
necessary : 
(a) can be defined as ( l) 
(b) for example (k) 
(c) thus (5) 
(d) also (6) 
(e) thus (6) 
(f) for example (7) 
(g) then (7) 
(h) conversely (8) 
The three types of exercise which have been proposed are 
graded in the sense that t^y are designed to make 
increasing demands on the learner's own writing ability. 
Exercise *A'involves no writing at all. Exercise *3' is a 
simple copying exercise, the purpose is to reinforce the 
readers perception of certain discourse functions. 
Exercise G requires the reader to use his kno\dedge of the 
language productivity : he has to insert the given 
expressions in correct places and to make structural 
alterations where necessary in the sentence concerned. 
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This grading is Intended to effect a gradual transfer 
from receptive awareness to productive ability, 
1, Write out a canplete version of the follovdng diagram 
by filling In the spaces 
are 
Substances 
which 
1 have volume 
and ...•....•shape. 
2 have volume 
and ......••••shape , 
3 have ••,.,....volume 
and • shape^ 
(c) 
2, Use the completed diagram to : 
(1) v/rlte definitions, by using boxes (a), (b), and (c) 
Eg. : Solids are substances which have a definite 
volume and a definite shape^ 
(11) Write generalizations, by using boxes (a) and (c) 
Eg^ : Solids have a definite volume and a definite shape, 
Exercise D reflects the Importance we attach to the 
presentation of language as an essential aspect of the 
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scientific subject vMch the learner is studying. 
Exercise E : Definitiona in Scientific Diagoiirae 
Definition in scientific discourse often takes the 
following forms 
(a) A (is/are \ B which C 
Lnay be defined asj 
Eg, A thermometer is an instrumoit which is used for 
measuring temperatures, 
A thermometer may be defined as an instrument 
wiiich is used for measuring temperatures. 
(b) B which C [is/are called \ as A 
V^ is/are known asJ 
Eg, An instrument which is used for measuring 
temperatures is called a thermometer. 
An instrument which is used for measuring 
tonperatures is known as a thermometer. 
Expand the following into full definitions. Write each 
sentence twice using any of the patterns illustrated above. 
1 Metamorphosis/ the physical transformation/ is undergone 
by various animals during development after the 
embryonic state, 
1 Metals/ the class of chemical elements/are characterized 
by ductility, malloibility, lustre and conductivity. 
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B3cerei3e F : Formation of the Impersonal Paaaive 
Write doygi the passive version of all the active sentences. 
Theacombine the passive sentences, following the clues 
provided in the box. 
Active t We may show the expansion of a gas 
Passive: The expansion of a gas 
Active ; We heat the gas 
Passive: The gas •.,..•, 
Active : We dononstrate an apparatus in Figure 50. 
Passive: An apparatus in Figure 50. 
The expansion of a gas when it ••••, • may 
• by the 
apparatus in Figure 50• 
(i) Re-write the sentences, selecting one of the time 
expressions and putting it at the beginning of the sentence. 
The tine expression you select should be the one which 
corresponds most closely to the meaning of the words 
underlined, which should be omitted. 
1. The water vapour condenses to water as a result it Is 
able to fall downwards as rain or snow ('When, before). 
9»f 
2. The aluminium is in the measuring cylinder during this 
time vre may measure the volume of vater displaced 
(as soon as, while), 
3» First the water is forced out of the ballast tanks by 
compressed air before this the submarine is not able to 
rise to the surface (until, when). 
(ii) Compare the following sentences with yoiir answer in 
part (!)• If the s^itenees have approximately the 
same meaning, put a tick in the box; if not put a 
cross 
1, Water vapour can fsCLl as rain or snow but the vapour 
must condense to water first 
2, A volume of water is displaced and as a result we can 
put the aluminium in the measuring cylinder 
3, A subinarinG is not able to rise to the surface while 
the ballast tanks are full of water 
Erepftiae H ! Paragraph writing exercise 
A, Join each of the groups of words below into one 
sentence, using the additional material in the box. 
Words underlined should be omitted. Number your sentences 
and begin each one with a capital letter. 
1, an acid will affect litmus 
an acid will react with washing soda 
it will give off carbon dioxide 
turn / red/ and / it, / giving 
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2. The metal disappears 
hydrogen Is liberated 
and 
3« one class of basis Is called alkalis 
tiiiSa. ^ 1 ^ dissolve In water 
thev ^A11 form solutions 
they will affect red litmus 
special/ , / and / which / turn / blue 
h» an acid is a compound 
it will attack some metals 
It vdll liberate hydrogen 
magnesium Is dissolved in it 
containing hydrogen / vMch / and / v*ten 
5. alkalis form solutions 
thev feel soapy 
thev will dissolve substances 
they are used in various cleaning processes 
which/ and which / oily and greasy/, / and for this reason/ j 
frequently | 
6, acids b»iyr\ substances 
wood paper cloth human skin 
have a burning effect on / like/ , /,/ / and 
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B, Create a coherent paragraph by re-wrltlng the eleven 
sentences in a logical order. Before you write the 
paragraph, add the following material to the sentences, 
2 in the latter case 
6 a further characteristic of acids is that they 
C, When you have written your paragraph, re-read it and 
malce sure that the sentences are presented in a logical 
order. Give the paragraph a title. Check with the 
version given in the back of the book and correct if 
necessary. It is possible to write this paragraph in 
more than one way). 
Hence we can say, that such exercises should take 
into account the needs of the students and the nature 
of the abilities \diloh must be developed to meet th«n 
and be related therefore to the kind of theoretical 
considerations within the context in the manner these 
exercises have heem presented here. 
As exposed in the sample material, it seems that 
there are aoae possible refinements to tiie model. 
AI'^ A*'-^ "" '^' *^*ftfaiT»fla o f tha Modal 
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CONTENT 
Student's 
ovn knowledge 
and a b i l i t i e s 
Starter 
INPUT 
TASK 
Project 
LANGUAGE 
Additional 
In put 
nKVIX^ - ^ 
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The purpose of the starter is to contextual!ze 
the knowledge being studied. Contextual!zation in the 
ESP classroom is very important* 
sfa4en1ig ova if^gvl^^ge and atOllttga 
It is possible to incorporate opportunities 
for the learners to use their ovjn knowledge and abilities 
at any stage. It is particularly useful to do this as soon 
as the basic information contained in the input has been 
identified, In order to reinforce connections between this 
and the student's own interests and needs. Like\d.se, the 
more this is encouraged in the Task, the greater the 
possibility of learning in the student's own situation. 
A4dJLtt9naI tout 
Further input, related to the rest of the unit 
in terms of subject matter and/or language, can be 
introduced at any point in order to provide a wider range 
of contexts for the transfer of the knowledge, and greater 
depth of coverage, 
P.ro,1eg,t 
The material can be further expanded to include 
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a Project, In ^^eh the freedom and scope given to the 
students Is extended. For example, a Project designed to 
supplement this unit might ask to talk or write atout other 
methods of replacing or repairing damaged materials In his 
ovn situation. 
In addition to \fha.t has edready been said about 
what ve see as some of ^ e reasons for the Inadequacies In 
many ESP materials, It Is also possible to take Issue \d.th 
the sequence of events vMch noxnally underlies their 
design* Only too frequently the materials design process 
appears to take the following foxm t 
COLLECT / ANALY2E DATA 
1 
\«ITE MATERIALS 
This syston omits two Important Intervening steps. First, 
the data obtained eonoemlng the target situation needs 
to be Interpreted from what It reveals about the nature 
of the cc3mmunlcatl<Hi processes Involved; in other words, 
for information about not just what the commtmlcatlon is 
but iKJW the communication is achieved. This may be 
referred to as the stage of identlfjrlng the communicative 
competence underlying the target performance data. 
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ThQ other vital stage Is that In which decisions 
are mad© about iidiat general pedagogic principles will 
under pin the design of materials. These will derive 
principally from an analysis of the characteristics of the 
ESP teaching situation, the materials are being written for. 
It is this step in the design process which is most 
frequently overlooked or under-rated. The needs of the 
ESP classroom must not be overshadowed by the needs of the 
target situation. The primary aim of ESP, as in all 
ELT, is to ensure that the stud^t knows more when he 
leaves the class-room than he did when he came in to it. 
What he learns will derive from the target situation 
analysis, but how he learns it must derive from the 
conditions that govern the language classroom. Therefore 
the material design process should take the following 
form s 
Collect/ 
analyse 
target data 
\ 
Analyse ESP 
learning situation 
Identify 
underljrlng 
competence 
'YZ 
Determine 
Pedagogical 
approach 
Write 
mate r ia l s 
PX^irg • %i 
C H A P T E R IV 
CORCLPSION 
Throughout this piece of yoifk I have been seeking 
to Investigate the Issues that are raised by the Idea of 
ESP, This Idea provokes questions of fundamental and 
theoretical kind about the deflnlticm, alms, applications, 
and course design of ESP, la Chapter I, I have tried to 
sort out the definition of ESP by relating the question of 
purpose to the concepts of training and education and to 
Indicate the importance of distinguishing betve^i alms as 
eventual behavioural targets and objectives, vhlch are the 
pedagogic constructs designed to facilitate learning and 
to develop a capacity In the learners for achieving such 
alms for themselves. This Idea becomes more clear when 
ESP Is brought Into sharp contrast with GPE. 
In Chapter II, the focus Is on the application 
of ESP to ELT and ELL, It Is seen that ESP, keeping 
abreast \dth other subjects, builds up a perfect link, 
which transforms human resources Into a shape -Mhlch will 
fit Into tl» slot of manpower needs. Talking of various 
branches of ESP, I have mentioned that ESP has not only 
diverged from the main track (ELT) but has bulltup Its own 
net work (In EOP, SAP, EVP, EST etc.). However, not 
everyone has been so enthusiastic. Many In the language 
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teaching world have vleved the sheer speed of development 
with some suspicion, and have wondered how a field so 
apparently specialised can be of central interest. But the 
chapter shows that the concept of ESP has not been easy to 
pin dowi and Infact it Is of Interest to ansrone concerned 
with \jorklng out appropriate solutlcms for teaching and 
learning languages. 
In Chapter III, it has been suggested that ESP 
curriculim design might be ranged from schoaatic units 
derived from areas of practice which students vjould 
recognize as having relevance to their needs, Tlie cardinal 
point is tliat the course content should be such as to 
stimulate the students' interest, since not otherwise will 
they authenticate the language presented as meaningful use 
by the application of procedures for making sense. The 
working of these procedures was, as pointed out in this 
chapter the basic business of methodology, whose central 
concern vrais to stimulate problOTi solving activities of the 
kind which were congruent with the students* specialist 
preoccupations and for vrtiich language was needed as a 
contingency. Thus methodology was placed at the very heart 
of the operation, with course design directed at servicing 
its requirements and not the reverse. In this view, 
course design is decided on by reference to pedagogic 
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objoctlves. The entire teaching enterprise is seen as the 
development of a capacity in the students for using the 
language so that they can achieve their ovm competence and 
their own purpose. The exercises and various figures 
showing syllabus design process and material design process 
entails that ovurse designers and planners should keep 
abreast with such trends. In no way these exercises and 
design processes stand as any claim or are in any sense 
definitive, but they should take into account the needs of 
the students and the nature of the abilities which must be 
developed to meet them and last but not the least related 
to theoretical considerations within the context. 
Theory, then, is of benefit to ESP, even perhaps 
particularly, in its most practical manifestations. But 
ESP is also of benefit to theory. It confronts us -vd.th 
problems xfhich challenge us to question the established 
formulae of conventional thinking, ESP, in this sense, 
provides us with the opportunity to further our own 
education as language teachers, whether ve are concerned 
with specific purposes or not, and to reappraise the 
principles and practices of language teaching in general. 
So Me can say tliat ESP is a sound syston and a 
creative force to be refined to some extent, \Mch attempts. 
lOif 
as rigorously as possible, to analyse certain factors In 
a learning situation and to decide uhat extent those factors 
should influence syllabos design and the production of 
materials. This has effected a regarding amount of 
research and innovation in syllabus and materials. The 
value of ESP is that it is attempting to tackle fundamental 
problems in ELT and as a natter of fact has already made 
valuable contribution to ELT theory and practice. It has 
given a fresh impetus and vill continue to play an 
important role to the teaching and learning of English 
language, 
With a loosening grip of old a<lacational system 
and a tremour in the new educational policy, India is 
flooded vdth learners of English, to the extent that it 
has already become a lingua-franca- When ELT Is subjected 
to build a foothold on such a slippery ground of educational 
syst«ii, B3P is an ideal answer to the charge of educational 
irrelevance and inapproprlacy and in fact vdth the advent 
of ESP, ELT has beeome almost a precision instrument. 
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